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Background 
In 2006 The Baxter Bog Park Upgrades and Trail rehabilitation project was approved and the construction 
was partially completed. The completed improvements include critical trail repairs, way finding markers, 
and park entrance signage. The items that were not addressed were an elevated overlook, 
educational/interpretative signage and artistic archways.  
 
In 2008 Tanya Iden applied for and was awarded a challenge grant through the Anchorage Park 
Foundation to construct an elevated overlook, develop and install educational/interpretive signage, and 
create artistic archways along the existing Alicia Iden Nature Trail.  
 
The park amenities included in the 2008 challenge grant are designed and were previously a part of the 
Baxter Bog Park Upgrades and Trail rehabilitation project package prepared in 2006. Installing the 
elevated overlook, interpretive signs and archways will complete the hard work begun in 2006.  
 
Community Need 
Historically, Baxter Bog Park was developed to respond to the need for open space and recreational 
opportunities in a quickly developing residential area of town: as well as to maintain the critical wetland 
habitat of the bog and its important function as a drainage repository for the area. Today, Baxter Bog Park 
and Alicia Iden Nature Trail continue to serve these needs in a well-established residential area and have 
become a long-standing, well-loved community asset.  
 
The park functions as an educational resource for three neighborhood schools. Baxter Elementary, 
Scenic Park Elementary and Aurora Waldorf School of Alaska all use the bog as an educational and 
recreational resource for their curriculum. The development of the interpretative / educational signage and 
the use of the elevated overlook for an outdoor classroom gathering area will help augment the current 
use and educational value of the bog by the neighboring schools. 
 
Community Support 
The proposed improvements have broad public support. When the improvement package was initially 
proposed in 2006 it went through a thorough public review process involving community residents, the 
Scenic Foothills Community Council (SFCC), and Assembly and Legislative representatives.  
 
In preparation of the challenge grant proposal the SFCC was contacted and the former president 
Catherine Carte affirmed the councils continued support. In addition the three nearby schools were 
contacted. These schools all use Baxter Bog Park and the Alicia Iden Nature Trail to enhance portions of 
their curriculum.  
 
Since then the Scenic Foothills Community Council has been very supportive of the elevated overlook 
and site amenities concept and have communicated that support to the park planning staff. In May of 
2009 the SFCC passed a resolution in favor of the concept to construct an elevated overlook at the 
proposed location, two archways and interpretative panels along the Alicia Iden Nature Trail. 
 



In particular, the Aurora Waldorf School of Alaska will be a partner in this project by helping to develop 
the content of the interpretive signs and adapting the existing design of the archway using natural 
materials for the north entrance archway of the park.  
 
Upcoming Project Schedule  
Due to successful fundraising by the challenge grantee in conjunction with the overwhelming community 
support, the project will follow this schedule: 
 
Fall 2009 - Work with Aurora Waldorf and interested parties of Baxter and Scenic Park Elementary to 
develop panel content and archway design 
 
November 2009 - Construction of Elevated Overlook (frozen ground will minimize impacts to sensitive 
wetland vegetation) 
 
Spring 2010 – Installation of interpretive panels, archways and Kiosk 
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